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Benchmarks 

!! Previous Les Houches workshops have produced 

benchmarks for PDF evolution, that have served as a 

standard for understanding use of DGLAP evolution 

!! see for example, hep-ph/0204316,0511119 

!! Heavy flavor pdf’s are a crucial aspect of much of 

precision physics at the LHC, so it would be useful to 
extend this benchmarking to include this aspect 

!! and produce benchmarks/standard candles that will 

be useful for LHC predictions 

!! that will be included in the Les Houches 2009 

proceedings, but are certainly relevant for PDF4LHC 

as well 

!! …and we’re happy to start/continue the discussion at 

this meeting 
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2001 study 

!! Previous Les Houches 

study used ‘toy pdfs’, 

determined using the 
CTEQ5M1 

parameterization 

!! We propose to do the 

same here, but first we 
will produce grids that 

can be downloaded to 

LHAPDF for easier 

distribution/use of these 

benchmark pdf’s 

!! maybe allow more 

freedom for strange 
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Some reference tables from 2001 
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Proposal 
!! Start with (x,Q2) grids of LO, 

NLO and NNLO benchmark 

pdf’s 

!! Evolve at different orders 

using your favorite evolution 

program (provided it agrees 

with the Les Houches 

benchmark) 

!! Compute observables 

!! F2 

!! FL 

!! F2
c 

!! Use standards 

!! mc=1.4 GeV 

!! mb=4.75 GeV 

!! but examine sensitivities 

!! In  

!! ZM-VFN 

!! GM-schemes 

"! ACOT 

"! TR 

"! improved ZM 

"! FONLL 

"! … 

!! isolating first the HQ 
contributions and second 

the differences between 

the HQ schemes 

!! PDF groups use same HQ 

code as used in their pdf 

analysis 

!! Use (x,Q2) bins similar to 

latest HERA publications 5 



Proposal… 

!!Important that exactly 

the same PDF 

analysis should be 

repeated with and 

without heavy quark 

mass effects, with 

everything else kept 

exactly the same 

!! Benchmark fits can then 

be used to compute 

standard candles at the 
LHC 

!! W, Z 

!! W/Z 

!! tT 

!! Higgs 

"!both SM and BSM 

!! In ZM and GM schemes 

!! Using perhaps MCFM 

with given reference 

scales/parameters 
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Pictorial summary of HF schemes 

…see also Paolo’s talk 
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Consider W/Z benchmark 

CTEQ6.5(6)!

!! Inclusion of heavy quark mass 
effects affects DIS data in x range 
appropriate for W/Z production at 
the LHC 

!! Sizeable increase in W/Z cross 
sections at the LHC in going from 
CTEQ6.1 to CTEQ6.5/6.6 

!! …but MSTW2008 also has 
increased W/Z cross sections at 
the LHC 

!! now CTEQ6.6 and 
MSTW2008 in good 
agreement 

MSTW08 

Alekhin and Blumlein 
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…but consider top 
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…but consider top 

…going from ZM to GM increases the 

W/Z cross sections, but also decreases 
the tT cross section for CTEQ 

Why? Because of the anti-correlation 
between the W/Z and tT cross sections 

ZM 

MRST->MSTW (partially)  

compensated by 
increase of !s 
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For completeness: LH09 NLM worklist 
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Worklist 
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6b: high pT Z 

gq 
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Worklist 
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